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Abortion debate unbalanced, off-topic
BY JASMINE MAKI
makija@mnstate.edu

An unbalanced and unfair debate
causes a lot of tension.
More than 50 students and
community members gathered
in the CMU lounge at 6 p.m.
Wednesday to watch and participate
in an abortion debate held by
Collegians for Life.
Matthew McKinley, a campus
missionary at FOCUS, in Phoenix,
led the debate for the pro-life
side. Tim Mosser, the adviser for
Collegians for Life at Concordia,
and Nicole Hunsicker, a philosophy
junior at MSUM, made up the rest
of the pro-life team.
On the other side, Brandon
Smith, a psychology sophomore at
NDSU, argued for pro-choice with
Kathryn Lucero, a philosophy
ABORTION, BACK PAGE

The repercussions of a February
campus visit from admitted terrorist
Bill Ayers are still being felt at
MSUM.
Since Ayers visit, several nonviolent threats have been made
against the school. The Moorhead
Police Department investigated one
threat, but the person who made
it said no harm was meant and
was apologetic, said Mitch Osland,
assistant Public Safety director.
Other reactions included potential

them from in front of the microphone
to behind a soundboard.
Undeclared Records is a studentrun record label on campus. They
independently record in Dragon
Studios, where music industry
students take production lessons.
Instead of just taking tests and
getting an “A” in the class, the
students have begun to apply it to
real bands, real sounds and a real
record.
The Undeclared Records Spring
2013 Sampler is the outcome of
a year-long production process.
MSUM senior Rachael Goers is
president of MEISA and has been
helping coordinate the sampler, as

An MSUM student has accused
members of the Dragon football
team of assaulting him at a party
near campus.
During the incident at a Fifth
Avenue residence, referred to in a
police report as “the football house,”
Eddie Bosl suffered a broken jaw
that needed to be wired shut and a
cut to the left side of his forehead. In
the police report, Bosl said he was
at the March 28-29 party for about
30 to 45 minutes and was punched
one or two times in the face after
he made a comment about how
the football team this year “kind
of sucked.” Then, according to the
report, he said he was pushed down
a flight of stairs and several others
continued to hit him as he repeatedly
said, “I’m sorry.”
Through his friends, Bosl heard
that members of the football team
were among the people who hit him,
and he provided police with a list of
possible suspects, including junior
safety Anthony Binford, sophomore
defensive back Chris Binford and
sophomore linebacker Andrew
Pittman.
Moorhead police Lt. Tory
Jacobson said in an email that no
charges are being requested against
anyone, and the investigation is over.
“There are different stories and
information that changes over
time, thus making it a difficult
investigation to know what exactly
happened and who the aggressor
really is,” he wrote.
But MSUM athletic director
Doug Peters said he is working with
the Office of Student Conduct and
Resolution “to get a better picture
about what happened.”
He said he became aware of the
incident through social media and
decided he needed to look into it.
“In my time here, I have not seen
an incident like this alleged one,”
Peters said.
Whether disciplinary action
occurs or not, he said, “depends on
how the details unfold.”
Student Conduct and Resolution
director Ashley Atteberry said state
and federal privacy law prevents
her from releasing any information
about any investigation or whether
one even exists.
In a Facebook message, Bosl
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JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

Brandon Smith, right, presents his argument for the pro-choice side during the Collegians for Life abortion debate April
24 in the CMU lounge.

students choosing to not enroll,
donors discontinuing their giving or
alum asking to not be contacted by
the university again.
“(Threats) have been in cases
vague enough to not cross a line
to something that needs to be
prosecuted,” said David Wahlberg,
executive director of marketing
and communications. “(The threats
were) threatening, vile and obscene.
It’s … important for us to remember
that most of the folks that were
contacting us aren’t communicating
in those kinds of terms, it’s really
easy to focus on the folks that

exaggerate or are just plain angry.”
Both President Edna Szymanski
and Steven Grinseki, a professor in
the School of Teaching and Learning
who was instrumental in bringing
Ayers, declined to comment for this
story.
During the Vietnam War
era, Ayers led several anti-war
demonstrations, was the co-founder
of the Weather Underground and
later admitted to taking part in
several bombings. In recent years,
Ayers turned to education and is a
retired professor at the University of
Illinois at Chicago.

The university was bombarded in
a social media flurry a month after
the visit when an article was posted
on Campus Reform, a conservative
blog. The March 22 article by
Oliver Darcy, stated the College
of Education and Human Services
named Ayers the 2013 “visiting
scholar,” and that he received a
small stipend.
Wahlberg said Ayers was not
paid, rather his visit was funded by
donor donations.
The original story on Campus
Reform was released on a Friday,
by the following Monday it had
AYERS, BACK PAGE

Twelve art students
Students run record label
in the music industry.
accepted into juried shows
Now, their experience is bringing
BY KAYLA VAN EPS
vanepskay@mnstate.edu

It all started as a dream for Claire
Fiedler.
In the dream she arrived at her
family’s lake cabin. She begins to
walk into the water as storm clouds
are gathering in the sky. The wind
starts blowing and she sees someone
on the shore. Fielder said they are
waving to her and they look sad.
Then the wind blows her hair into
her face she loses eye contact. She
turns around and walks willingly
into the water.
It was through this dream that
Fiedler, a senior art major, was

inspired to make her work, titled
“The Dream.”
But she was not dreaming when
she found out that her work was
accepted into the juried photography
show “Double Exposure” at the
Blue Door Gallery in Yonkers, N.Y.
She is one of 20 people chosen to be
represented in the show.
Fiedler is one of 12 art students
from MSUM whose work has been
chosen to be displayed in juried
exhibits this year across the country
from Savage, Minn., to Chicago and
New York and in online galleries.
Fiedler said her process for
creating “The Dream” was
different than how she normally

BY BRIAN ASHBURN
ashburnbr@mnstate.edu

While some students are lucky
to dip their toes into the real world
job market before graduation, a few
music industry majors are jumping
in headfirst.
The Music and Entertainment
Industry Student Association
(MEISA) is a student organization
on campus that looks to provide
aspiring musicians and entertainers
the opportunity to expand their
knowledge and get a glimpse of
their potential career path. MEISA
holds open mic nights, musical
showcases and even attends
national conferences that allow
members to network with big wigs

ART, BACK PAGE
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Briefs
CC

4.30

ampus
alendar
ampusWorld News
4.30-5.04
alendar

12 - 3 p.m. Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation, SL
101 Atrium
6 p.m. Real life Clue,
CMU 205

5.01

9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Photo
print sale, CMU main
lounge
1 - 7 p.m. Greek week
barbeque, outside Dahl
6:30 - 8 p.m. College
Democrats meeting,
CMU 203

5.02

11 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
United blood drive, CMU
203
6:30 - 8:30 p.m. SLHS
banquet, CMU 101

5.03

11:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Society of Social Work
senior recognition
program, LO 104
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Ricin suspect charged
James Everett Dutschke, the
41-year-old former martial arts
instructor arrested Saturday in
connection with the ricin-laced
letters sent to President Obama
and Sen. Roger Wicker, has been
charged with attempting to use a
biological weapon.
Authorities say the Mississippi
man, who denied any involvement
earlier in the week (“I respect
President Obama and love
my country”), now faces life
imprisonment. The ricin letter case
took a mysterious turn Friday, when
the original suspect, Kevin Curtis—a
part-time Elvis impersonator who
Dutschke had once hired for a
party—was released.
‘Garden State’ sequel planned
Zach Braff successfully raised $2
million Kickstarter this weekend,
the amount he needed in order to
create a sequel to “Garden State.”
Within only one day, Braff had
already reached half of his goal,
tweeting to fans who helped get him
there that he “would not let them
down.” Braff’s Kickstarter page will
remain up for the next 26 days for
those late-to-the-gamers who are
anxious to reconnect with their old
friend Andrew Largeman on the
silver screen.

Security Update
Director of Public Safety

MSUM Briefs
Student awarded Fulbright
Kim
Ehrlich,
graduating
senior with a double major in
communication arts and literature
and English with a writing
emphasis, has just been awarded
a Student Fulbright to Taiwan for
2013-2014.
Excited and happy to be
awarded such an honor, Ehrlich is
enthusiastic about her “wonderful
experiences in the MSUM
English department faculty” both
in her English education classes
and her writing emphasis classes.
She said she has learned so
much and has become a better
person after having “learned to
teach and write from some of
the most hard-working, serious,
intelligent yet funny and inspiring
teachers on campus.”
She is equally excited to be
traveling to teach in Taiwan and
looks forward to the experience
and the travel.

Greg Lemke
4.19

Suspicious activity reported
south side of South Snarr.
4.20

Marijuana odor complaint in
West Snarr. Two referred to
campus judicial.
4.21

Noise complaint in Dahl.
Three referred to campus
judicial.
		
Vandalism reported to door
lock in Ballard, maintenance
contacted.
4.23

Burglar alarm in MacLean,
employee error.

Suspicious activity reported
on east side of CMU, gone on
arrival.
		
Noise complaint in South
Snarr, six warned.
4.24

Vehicle vandalism reported in
G-10 parking lot.
4.25

Fire alarm in John Neumaier,
false – burnt food.
		
Harassment report taken in
MacLean.
		
Theft reported in the CMU,
Moorhead Police Department
contacted.

Safety Tip of the Week
Domestic violence

Students admitted to business
Domestic violence is still a big problem in our society and
honor society
all of us play a role in preventing it. If you are in an abusive
As a result of being accredited
relationship, get out as soon as possible. Contact the police and
in 2010, MSUM established
follow through with filing charges and getting a protection order.
a chapter of the Beta Gamma
Don’t allow the abuser to come back into your life through
Sigma Honor Society.
apologies, gifts, etc. Abusers do not change their ways, no
On April 19, an induction
matter how much they promise to. If you have a friend or family
ceremony was held for 25
member in an abusive relationship, assist them in every way
MSUM students joining Beta
possible in getting help and getting out of the situation.
Gamma Sigma. Only students
‘Nerd prom’ at White House
ranking in the top 10 percent
To report a problem contact Public Safety at 218.477.2449
At the 99th annual White House of the baccalaureate and top 20
Correspondents’ dinner Saturday percent of graduate programs at
night, President Obama successfully schools accredited by AACSB
Have a question about Public Safety?
sailed through the one night of the International are eligible for
Submit your questions to
year where we don’t just hope—but this invitation.
Greg Lemke at greg.lemke@mnstate.edu
demand—he be funny.
The following is a list of the
After paying tribute to the victims 2012-2013 class of new Beta
of the Boston Marathon bombing, Gamma Sigma members:
International sash ceremony Psych department awards
the president launched into a series
Fall
2012
inductees: scheduled
given
of quips that left the entire room MacKenzie
Barry,
Steven
The International Student Sash
The psychology department
giggling.
Conley,
Nicholas
Enger, Ceremony is from 4 to 6 p.m. gave out four departmental
In one particularly funny bit— Brenden Forte, Nadin Ibrahim, May 15 in the CMU ballroom. awards
to
undergraduate
which got the majority of the 2,700 Nancy Iverson, Jeffrey Johnson, The Sash Ceremony is designed students at both the junior
in attendance laughing—Obama Kelsey Metz, Logan Romines, to recognize MSUM’s graduating and senior level to recognize
picked fun at his relationship with Bret Sheeley, Danielle Stiller international students. Each their
achievements.
This
Senate Minority Leader Mitch and Jacob Wallner
graduate is presented with a spring, junior Bria Itzen
McConnell.
Spring
2013
Inductees: sash that represents the flag from was given the “Psychology
“Some folks still don’t think I Steven Boese, Yi-Hsun Chang, their country of citizenship. The Student Departmental Award,”
spend enough time with Congress. Chien-I Chao, Prabal Dangol, graduates will wear their sashes while junior Kelsey Ihringer
‘Why don’t you get a drink with Austin Friesen, Christopher at commencement the following was given the “Psychology
Mitch McConnell?’ they ask. Why Kvale, Alexander Nicolay, day. Fifty-four international Research Award.” Two seniors
don’t you get a drink with Mitch Dang Pham, Jodie Seelye, students will be graduating were awarded in the fall.
McConnell?” Obama said. Point Lindsey Thomas, Lindsay representing 21 countries.
taken.
Thompson,Tyler Walsh and
FREE PUPPIES
Morgan Zabel.
MSUM competes in Model UN
Free
to good home
Collapsed building owner
In
addition,
Mark
A.
Twenty-two MSUM students
AKC Registered
captured
Anderson, CEO of Blackridge participated in the Arrowhead
Male/female
One of the owners of the building Financial, MSUM alum and Model United Nations conference
that collapsed in Bangladesh MSUM
adjunct
professor, April 18-21 at Winona State
Tea Cup Yorkies
Wednesday—killing more than was inducted as the Chapter University. At the conference, the
marvinnenninger@gmail.
300—is being held by authorities. Honoree as a professional who teams participated in committees
com
Officials say Mohammed Sohel has furthered the ideals of the focused on global issues and
Rana had been in hiding since Society through outstanding worked as delegates from various
APT FOR RENT
the incident occurred, until he business
and
managerial countries to pass resolutions. They
was captured by the Rapid Action leadership.
were advised by Andrew Conteh
Nice 3 bedroom apt.
Batallion while attempting to cross
Kelsey Metz, a business and led by co-presidents Hannah
Available June 1, 2013
the Indian border. At the site of administration major with an Salscheider and Sarah Danielson.
Secure building
the building collapse, rescuers are emphasis in marketing, was
Two students won awards:
Off-street parking
continuing to pull survivors from selected as the Beta Gamma Sarah Danielson, delegate for
Redecorated.
the wreckage four days later. A Sigma scholarship recipient India, won Best Delegate
group of nine victims, all of whom for 2013-2014. Metz and honorable mention for Political
Laundry in building.
are alive, are allegedly stuck under Pham, a finance major, were and Security Committee; Clay
Heat paid.
rubble too massive for humans to both selected to attend the Schwartzwalter, delegate for
Close
to MSUM
lift. Heavy machinery is likely to Beta Gamma Sigma Student Pakistan, won Best Delegate
218.233.1545.
arrive today in hopes of facilitating Leadership Forum to be held in honorable mention for his role in
the rescue.
Tampa in November.
Security Council.
World news from dailybeast.com
MSUM briefs from Dragon Digest and submitted to advocate@mnstate.edu
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Senior film students debut capstone projects
BY CONOR HOLT
holtco@mnstate.edu

As the spring semester comes
to an end, everyone is wrapping
up their final papers and projects,
and none are harder at work than
the seniors. After four years of
study and filmmaking experience,
seniors in the film studies program
are required to make a capstone
film project, a final short film
that exhibits the best of their
filmmaking abilities. These 10
final film projects will be exhibited
at free screenings Thursday and
Friday at 6:30 p.m. in Weld’s
Glasrud Auditorium.
These films are made for the
senior seminar film class, taught
by professor Kyja KristjanssonNelson.
“The projects vary a great
deal from one to the other in
terms of genres and storytelling
and style,” Kristjansson-Nelson
said. “Even though everyone is

Photo courtesy of Jake Coffey

On the set of “Sophia,” Adam Brant’s senior capstone film.

doing narrative” (as opposed to
documentary or avant-garde)
“they all feel very different.”
This year’s films include a
biopic, a modern-day western and
a pilot episode for a sitcom.
Adam Brant kicks off the
Thursday night screening with
his film “Sophia,” a crime
thriller about a young spitfire
named Sophia who unexpectedly
finds herself the accomplice
of an undercover detective.

Brant usually works as a
cinematographer on film projects,
but for his senior film, he wanted
to direct.
“I wanted to get experience in a
different area of filmmaking before
I graduate,” Brant said. “The
cinematographer doesn’t usually
get final call on films, and directors
do, and I wanted to have final say
over the outcome of this film.
“The film department has grown
even since I’ve started here, and

RECORD LABEL, FROM FRONT

well as heading the promotions
and marketing aspect of the
demo.
“This is such a great
opportunity because I have now
had experience running a real
record label,” Goers said. “I’ve
learned the struggles behind it
as well as the benefits. It’s an
experience other schools don’t
get to have.”
The sampler is comprised
of 10 songs, all of which were
performed and written by music
students. MEISA took YouTube
and demo submissions in the
fall to see the depth of talent
vying musicians had in order
to find the best potential artists
for the album. Four of the tracks
feature returning Undeclared
musicians; the remaining six
were performed by three new
artists.
The album was co-produced
by many people in MEISA, but
three engineers took the lead
in the recording studio and
teamed up with the three new
artists to create two tracks each.
Rob Paulson engineered with
Brother Owl, a folk rock band
that includes Mike Lauer, Andy
Stermer, Chad Hanson, Jason
Alyward and Andi Thorenson;
Alex Johnson engineered with
Dorian Walker, an experimental
rock solo artist; and Eric Jensen
engineered with O’Shay, a
rapper.
Goers said the different artists
came in with various stages of

Photo courtesy of Claire Fiedler Photography

O’Shay is a rapper featured on Undeclared Records Spring 2013 Sampler.

development on their music. In
some instances, the artists had the
lyrics and beat and collaborated
with the engineers to build their
desired beat. Because Brother
Owl is a full band, they had a
well-rounded sound developed
before entering the studio.
“It usually takes two or three
months per song,” Goers said.
“The faculty here is very handsoff. They provided help if we
asked, but it was cool that they
let us take the lead and work on
it ourselves.”
Because of this, the engineers
had
the
opportunity
to
completely control the process
of making each song.
“The process has given me a
deep appreciation of the work
that goes into a record,” Johnson
said. “I got to experience first
hand the time it takes to record

Photo courtesy of Claire Fiedler Photography

Brother Owl recorded two original songs for the Undeclared Records sampler.

and edit a good album.”
For Jensen and O’Shay, the
vision behind the songs was
contingent on their collaboration.
Jensen said he developed
and changed the sound while
O’Shay created beats and lyrics.
Together, they were able to
invent the desired end result.
“It’s challenging to get the
sound you want,” Jensen said.
“There are so many layers in
hip-hop, and it was hard to get
the sound of the microphone
in the spot where you want it.
Each microphone has a different
sound, so it was difficult to find
the right ones.”
After a year’s worth of
writing, recording, editing and
mixing, Undeclared Records
Spring 2013 Sampler is set to
release May 7. MEISA will hold
a free release show at Studio
222 in Fargo that day, starting
at 7 p.m. O’Shay, Dorian Walk
and Brother Owl will perform
songs off the album. Buffalo
Wild Wings and Nicole’s Fine
Pastries are catering the event.
Attendees can buy the album
at the release show or stream
it
from
undeclaredrecords.
bandcamp.com.
MEISA hopes to develop
Undeclared Records into an even
stronger label next year. Goers
said they plan on producing two
albums next year, one in the
spring and one in the fall.

it’s still growing,” said Brant.
“MSUM is a great school for this
because it’s not expensive, and it’s
smaller and the professors can help
you a lot.”
Beyond helping students make
a final film project, KristjanssonNelson said she hopes she can
prepare the students for the world
after graduation.
“The focus of the class is this
final project, but my hope is that
the students see that there is a
greater audience beyond here,”

Kristjansson-Nelson said.
Other class requirements include
making a resume, researching
jobs and graduate programs and
considering national film festivals
to submit their finished films to.
“The larger goal of the class is to
get them ready for that next step,”
Kristjansson-Nelson said. “They
might not feel ready, but I think
everyone in this class is ready.”
The full roster of films can
be found online on the Dragon
Digest.

Photo courtesy of Jake Coffey

Ten seniors will present their senior capstone projects this weekend.
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Music professor provokes student curiosity

I wound up dancing,’”
Williams said.
On sabbatical since
Music
professor
fall semester, Williams
Kenyon
Williams
has spent his time
encourages
students
traveling and learning.
to take their education
In January, he was in
and run with it.
Trinidad playing with
He is known for
a 120-piece steel drum
his dedication and
band at the largest
enthusiasm.
When
steel band competition
students take a class
in the world. For
from Williams, they
February, he took his
will be encouraged
percussion trio on
to get excited about
a tour of Minnesota
something beyond the
and North Dakota.
scope of the classroom.
He helped write the
“That’s my favorite
music for a Bethel
kind of interaction.
Evangelical
Church
When a student’s got
original musical in
their own ideas and I’m
March, and spent the
able to fuel those ideas
first three weeks of
rather than having
April studying African
to force feed them
drumming and dance
ideas,” Williams said.
in Ghana.
“There’s a difference
This fall, Williams
between
seeing
will have a special
your professors as a
class
for
students
resource and seeing
to
learn
African
them as an obstacle.”
drumming. Percussion
Williams
teaches
students will also play
percussion and the
for any students who
world music class, but
want to learn African
Photos courtesy of Kenyon Williams
his teaching doesn’t
dance.
stop at the campus gate. Music professor Kenyon Williams plays an uncountable number of percussion instruments including steel and African drums.
These days, Williams
He is a principal
is getting ready to
percussionist in the
release his first solo
Fargo-Moorhead
CD, crafted with the
Symphony, director of a nine- experiences
Williams Ricans. The audience members Rican gentleman said to me: help of Ryan Jackson, MSUM
piece salsa band, director of has encountered came on were on their feet, moving to ‘When I heard a group of farm music industry professor.
the five-piece steel drum band a Caribbean cruise ship the music in no time. It was on kids from Minnesota were
When he is not preparing for
Poco Fuego, piano teacher, performance with his world that ship that Williams received coming and playing my music a show, or traveling the world,
and Bethel Evangelical Free music class. His steel drum one of the best compliments he I wanted to come. I wanted to Williams can be found enjoying
Church bible class leader.
band performed Haitian music has ever received.
come so I could walk out. I a night at home with his wife
One of the most rewarding for an audience of native Puerto
“After the show, one Puerto came to walk out and instead, and two children.
BY SARAH TYRE
tyresa@mnstate.edu

Send Professor of the week nominations to: msumadvocate.com/submit-your-story-ideas
or go to the MSUM Advocate facebook page

Students arrange local organ donor panel
BY SARAH TYRE
tyresa@mnstate.edu

MSUM’s Public Relations
Student Society of America

in conjunction with Alexa’s
Hope and Life Source will host
a panel discussion on organ
donation at 7 p.m. tonight in the
CMU Ballroom. The panel will

consist of local people affected
by organ donation including a
mother of an organ donor and
a woman who was placed on a
waiting list for five years.

MSUM PRSSA members dressed in blue and green for National Donate Life Month.

Submitted photo

Alexa’s Hope was founded
“I hope that they realize how
by Monica Kersting after her important it is to just check
daughter Alexa died waiting for that little box on their drivers
a lung transplant. Both Alexa’s license. The doctors aren’t going
Hope and Life Source work to to work less because you’re a
educate people about organ donor. It doesn’t affect you that
donation.
much,” Loyland said.
Public Relations senior and
Loyland has spread her
PRSSA member Blake Loyland enthusiasm to other PRSSA
saw the importance of the members. They have been
organization and suggested working through April to
PRSSA get
help spread
involved.
wareness.
“I didn’t realize how big of aOn
For Loyland,
April 19,
the
subject an issue it was until my dad for National
of
organ needed one. After he got his Donate Life
donation
is transplant I started looking M o n t h ,
personal.
members
“I
didn’t at the facts more,”
wore green
realize how
and
blue,
big of an
colors
-Blake Loyland public the
issue it was relations senior
of
organ
until my dad
donation.
needed one.
“It’s been
After he got
eye-opening.
his transplant I started looking People will be better off if we
at the facts more,” Loyland said. can get more donors,” said
Eighteen people die each Brittany
Thompson,
mass
day waiting for an organ. Last communications senior.
year in North Dakota, only 10
Loyland hopes that Tuesday’s
deaths resulted in harvested event will ease some of the fear
organs due to a combination of people have and encourage them
regulations and lack of donors. to become donors.
Today’s panel will confront
“It can save someone’s
myths associated with becoming life, “ Loyland said. “Doesn’t
a donor.
everyone want to die a hero?”
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Advo staff price-checks popular student groceries
Campbell’s Chunky Soup

General Mill’s Honey Nut Cheerios

$1.98 - Wal-Mart
$1.99 - Target
$2.63 - Cashwise
$2.69 - Hornbachers
$2.75 - Sunmart

Totino’s Pizza Rolls

$2.84 - Wal-Mart
$2.84 - Target
$3.87 - Sunmart
$3.98 - Cashwise
$4.09 - Hornbachers

12-pack of Coca-Cola
$3.98 - Wal-Mart
$4.89 - Sunmart
$4.98 - Cashwise
$4.99 - Target
$4.99 - Hornbachers

$3.48 - Wal-Mart
$3.49 - Target
$3.98 - Cashwise
$4.59 - Hornbachers
$4.83 - Sunmart

6 packs of Maruchan Ramen Noodles

Tombstone Original Pepperoni Pizza

$1.20 - Wal-Mart
$1.32 - Target
$1.50 - Cashwise
$1.98 - Sunmart
$2.10 - Hornbachers

$3.48 - Wal-Mart
$3.49 - Target
$3.98 - Cashwise
$4.99 - Sunmart
$5.99 - Hornbachers

Overall
Kraft Macaroni & Cheese

$22.50

6-pack Pop Secret Popcorn

$.98 - Wal-Mart
$.99 - Target
$1.09 - Hornbachers
$1.18 - Cashwise
$1.55 - Hornbachers

$23.10
$27.21
$30.21

$3.99 - Target
$4.56 - Wal-Mart
$4.98 - Cashwise
$5.35 - Sunmart
$5.69 - Hornbachers

Taking suggestions from readers, The Advocate staff chose eight of the most popular college grocery items and compared prices at five local
grocery stores. With a total of $22.50 for all eight items, Wal-Mart proved to be the cheapest place to get groceries. Target was a close second
totaling $23.50.

$31.23

ORDER NOW
PIZZAHUT.COM

free
confidential
services
701.237.6530

Ordering Online is as easy as
changing yOur majOr…again.

Your answers
are here!

firstchoiceclinic.com
▪ Pregnancy Tests
▪ Limited Ultrasounds
▪ Resources & Referrals

$

My one reason?

To provide
hope for people
in need.

8

102 S.

Find out how becoming a plasma donor can make a difference for patients and
help you earn extra money. As a new donor, you can earn up to $85 this week.

Add Wings

5

$

19

$

$1 more for Bone-In Wings.

One coupon per order. Not valid with other offers, promotional pizzas or with Personal
Pan Pizza® purchase. Wing types and flavors vary by location. Participation, delivery areas
and charges may vary. Cash value 1/20¢.

MINNSTATE_6x7.indd 1

Big Dinner Box

Add 8 Bone-Out Wings
to any Pizza Purchase

©2013 Pizza Hut, Inc. MINNSTATE/6x7

528

Delivery & Carryout
7th St. • 218-233-6400

Expires 5/31/13
In addition to meeting the donation criteria, you must provide a valid
photo I.D., proof of your current address and your Social Security or
immigration card to donate. Must be 18 years of age or older to donate.

Large
1-Topping
pizza

No coupon required, just valid College Student ID.
Offer Expires 5/31/13

You only need one reason
to donate plasma.

Talecris Plasma Resources
800 Holiday Drive, Moorhead
(218) 287-2700

®

630

99

LimitEd timE OffEr

2 Medium 1-Topping Pizzas +
5 Breadsticks +
Your Choice of 1 Side
Sides Include: 1 Pan of Pasta, 1 Order of 8 Wings,
OR 4 Stuffed Pizza Rollers.

One coupon per order. Not valid with other offers or promotional pizzas. Additional charge
for extra cheese and duplicate toppings. Wing types and flavors vary by location. Delivery areas
and charges may vary. Cash value 1/20¢.

©2013 Pizza Hut, Inc. MINNSTATE/6x7
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Opinion
Advocate Editorial Board

Practice
sustainable habits

Finally, spring has
arrived. We at The
Advocate
encourage
students
to
take
advantage of the weather
and practice eco-friendly
activities.
After Earth Day last
week, we are reminded
of our responsibility
to our environment.
It’s important that we
practice these sustainable
habits early to ensure
they are cemented into
our everyday life. To
save money and reduce
your carbon footprint,
we encourage you to
walk, bike or rollerblade
instead of driving.
Get a group together
and pick up trash around
campus. Reduce your
electricity-usage
by
studying outside on the
campus mall. Soak up
that vitamin D and plan a
workout outside instead
of using the treadmills in
the Wellness Center. As
of citizens of Minnesota,
we all know that spring
and summer are fleeting.
Maximize these short
seasons by planning
activities outside.
The opinions expressed
in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or
student body. The Advocate
encourages letters to the editor
and any submissions. They
should be typed and must
include the writer’s name,
signature, address, phone
number, year in school or
occupation and any affliations.
Letters are due by 5 p.m. Friday
and can be sent to MSUM
Box 130, dropped off in The
Advocate office or emailed to
advocate@mnstate.edu.

The mind needs humility

BY JOHN GOERKE
goerkejo@mnstate.edu

“Quarry the granite rock with razors,
or moor the vessel with a thread of
silk; then you may hope with such
keen and delicate instruments as
human knowledge and human reason
to contend against those giants, the
passion and the pride of man.” - John
Henry Newman
I once made the mistake of thinking
David Foster Wallace would never
teach me anything. I was certain the
writer from New York was another
in a long line of contemporary
intellectuals whose biographies I found
repugnant and whose work I found
dull. This perhaps arose because I had
the misfortune of being introduced to
Wallace by two of the most repelling
men I have ever met. The first was
a high school English teacher who
fancied himself a philosopher. The
other was a camp counselor known
for his ability to get into historical
character and then stay that way for
several months at a time. They both
quoted Wallace frequently, just because
they wanted to remind everyone within
earshot that they had read “Infinite

Jest” and were therefore cooler than arts college admits to not being able to
you.
think for one’s self. We don’t come to
Wallace himself still remains a college to show we can think, we come
mystery to me. I know he died in 2008 to college to learn how to think. Need
by suicide; he at one point expressed proof? Read an essay you wrote three
a permanent skepticism that anything years ago. Need more? Ask a professor
was capital “T” true. A person for to comb over your best piece of writing,
whom he is not a mystery is Helen as if you were going to submit it to a
Rittelmeyer, who recently penned journal for publication. I did this a few
an essay comparing the late writer months ago. Having received an “A”
to Samuel Taylor Coleridge, another on the paper in question, I was certain
tragic thinker. Rittelmeyer’s essay the corrections would be minimal. I
puts forth a reminder for all college was wrong.
students: “Don’t take your thought too
Rittelmeyer draws attention to
seriously.”
a biographical fact of
Her thesis was
“Rittelmeyer’s essay Wallace’s life to illustrate
welcome the week
puts forth a reminder the same point: he was very
I read it, as I had for all college students: young when he achieved
gotten into a very “Don’t take your thought success.
heated debate with
“The last and most
too seriously.”
a few philosophy
important
similarity
students at Concordia. I had just between Wallace and Coleridge is that
finished a 30-minute lecture about they both became famous too early,
the critique of Friedrich Nietzsche before their thinking was fully formed.
put forth by G.K. Chesterton. Now, Early fame is always an invitation to
Chesterton is, like me, a Catholic drug addiction, but early literary fame
conservative, so naturally the responses more so than other kinds—early literary
I received were not thoughtful critiques fame involves the added burden of
intended to spur discussion, but rather guilt. Young writers become celebrities
boring ad hominems, the last defense because the public sees something
of the ignorant. One such response appealing in their worldview, use a
came from the president of Concordia’s less grand word, their opinions. But no
philosophy club, “I think Chesterton amount of precocity can make up for
sounds like the kind of thinker who is the fact that the opinions of a 24-yearonly quoted by people who can’t think old who hasn’t done much living yet
for themselves.”
are worthless. When the writer grows
The only problem I had with this up he realizes this, and he feels like a
statement, other than the childish tone, pied piper.”
was that he placed negative emphasis
In sum, I simply want to remind
on the last half, as if “people who all of us, myself included, that after
can’t think for themselves” were a sick all the cake and watermelon, we’re
minority of cowering dunces, peering still kids who are just starting to live
nervously over the wall between them an independent life, and despite the
and true enlightenment. The fact is demands of our egos, genius isn’t going
that everyone who attends a liberal to show up tomorrow.

Student entering the real world

BY MEGHAN FEIR
feirme@mnstate.edu

As is customary for college
columnists upon graduation, they write
a farewell, this-is-what-I-learnedthrough-my-college-experiences
column for the last issue. They thank
the influential people in their lives via
publication. They reflect on the tough
and memorable times that have formed
them into their current state and despite
their regularly cynical disposition,
sentimentalities overtake their subject
matter.
Yes, I’ve had a multitude of
experiences; met lovely people I’d
like to know forever; met other people
I wouldn’t have chosen to meet; been
encouraged and supported by my loved
ones; survived working multiple jobs
while being a full-time student; had a
band for two days; been neighbors with
multiple drug dealers; written poetry

about heartbreak, faith and loons; present difficulties for some, I believe
started cooking every day, as opposed we can all adapt to whatever our future
to cooking once a year; had major life employers require.
changes and all that, but these are not
All sarcasm aside, I will, after all,
the only things I’d
allow myself to get
like to discuss in my
“It is as if they are waiting sentimental for a
last column for The
for us to shrivel up after
moment or two...
Advocate.
stepping into the light of reality The vine-covered
For
years,
upon graduation, a nervous walls of Weld, the
many humans of breakdown ready to drown our late-night oasis of a
adulthood, who are
fragile disenchantment.”
practice room with a
more adultish and
piano in the CA, the
aged than the likes of us, have been guarantee of running into a friend while
harbingers of doom.
walking through MacLean, discussions
“Just wait ‘til you get to the real with professors and classmates who are
world.”
actually exuberant about the material
It is as if they are waiting for us to they teach and learn – these are
shrivel up after stepping into the light examples of what I will truly miss after
of reality upon graduation, a nervous my time is done. I’ll even slightly miss
breakdown ready to drown our fragile long nights spent in the computer lab
disenchantment.
until 6 a.m. with friends at each side,
But, take heed, my fellow graduates. stressing over the huge projects we
After we leave these halls of collegiate have due that morning.
learning, life will go on, and we will
Every stage of life has its difficulties,
find ways to cope.
but let us challenge ourselves to find
Yes, times will change. Depending the good in each day, while thanking
on the job, professional dress may be the Lord for treasured moments we will
required, so stocking caps and skinny always look back on with a smile and
jeans will be worn less. The beloved for those we are about to experience.
flannel with the endearing coffee stain
Look to the future with hope and
might be replaced with a crisp, white excitement, fellow Dragons. Each day
dress shirt. Hair may need to look can be viewed as an adventure, if we
presentable each day. A tie may need make it a habit of viewing it as such.
to be worn. You may be expected to It’s our decision.
wear skirts that are longer than you’ve
To read more from this writer,
ever worn to the bars, or class, for that
matter.
view her blog at meghanfeir.
Though these expectations may
wordpress.com.
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Bredy quickly setting records for track team
BY MADALYN LASKE
laskema@mnstate.edu

Derek Bredy basically had to be
convinced to join the track and field
team when he came to MSUM.
Now he’s one of the most
decorated track and field athletes
in school history.
“I ran track my senior year of
high school, won state in long jump
and triple jump and then took a
year off before coming to college,”
Bredy said. “One of the assistant
basketball coaches talked me into
(going out for the team).”
Bredy began filling his long
resume of accomplishments
immediately upon joining the team
and has not stopped adding to it
since.
He holds nine school records,
is a four-time Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference high
point scorer, an 11-time conference
champion, holds two NSIC meet
records and has earned AllAmerican status three times.
“It’s amazing to me how many
want to see me reach my ridiculous
dreams,” the MSUM senior said.
“My performances have had my
glimmers of light, but so far they

are only glimmers and the light is
still yet to shine.”
Bredy triple jumps and runs
practically every short race
available.
“My favorite used to be short
sprint events, 100- and 60-meter
dashes. Now I’m learning I kind of
enjoy the 400-meter more because
there is opportunity for racing and
fighting,” Bredy said. “The 100 is
all technique and if you make a
mistake you can’t go back.”
The sprinter may have his
personal preferences, but his
numbers do not play favorites.
Bredy holds records in indoor track:
the 55-meter, 6.31 seconds; the
200-meter, 21.43; the 300-meter,
34.1; and the 400-meter, 47.60.
Outdoors, Bredy holds two school
records: the 100-meter, 10.38, and
the outdoor 400-meter, 46.73.
After excelling at what started as
somewhat of an impromptu college
career, Bredy plans to move to
Florida to pursue track on a small
professional level.
“Coach Sheffield already has
people and things in place to get
me my opportunities to run for
a few more years,” said Bredy, a
Hoffman, Minn. native.

Assistant coach Rahn Sheffield
has been with Bredy throughout
his track and field career.
“Having coach Sheffield here
not only as a coach, but also for my
life struggles and his determination
to get me to where I want to go has
been amazing,” Bredy said, “We
just keep grabbing to every bit of
hope we find.”
Bredy feels that Florida will
be much more accommodating

to his training goals than what
Moorhead has offered this season.

“I have to give it at least one
more shot, living in Florida where
I can train in warm weather and
on a full-size track where I don’t
have to fight for turns in our small
facility.”
Bredy and the Dragons are
preparing for their next meet, the
NSIC outdoor championships.

Senior Derek Bredy runs in a home meet for the Dragons.

“It’s been amazing to see the
team come together here at the
end. We are looking out for each
other and trying to help each other
out,” Bredy said. “At this point it’s
about being ready to seize each
opportunity.”
After the NSIC outdoor
championships in Sioux Falls,
S.D., and then finish the season
at the NCAA Division II outdoor
championships in Pueblo, Colo.

Photo courtesy of Dragon Athletics

Dragon Fire Walk brings together alumni and current student athletes
BY BREANN LENZMEIER
lenzmeiebr@mnstate.edu

The eighth annual Dragon Fire
Walk for Athletics had a little
bit of something for everyone.
From the friendly 5K to the River
Rats Dueling Pianos and even a
polar plunge, there were plenty of
activities to take in.
Student athletes had the
opportunity to hear from a former
MSUM student athlete Bob
Bowlsby who is now the Big 12
commissioner.
The day was the conclusion of
the weeklong “Walk the Dragon”
campaign put on by the MSUM
bookstore where students could
walk around campus five times
or complete five workouts to earn
a t-shirt. The bookstore donated
$3,000 to the athletic departments
scholarship fund.
The Fire Walk was an
opportunity to bring the alumni
back on campus and see what
changes have been made in the
athletic department.
The women’s basketball team
played in an alumni game where

the current players took on the
former Dragons.
Athletic director Doug Peters
said he was excited about the
day and the chance to see former
alumni.
“It’s an opportunity to get
together and build our community
and to have people come in and see
them build those relationships,”
Peters said.
Peters said the Dragon Fire
Walk is the one time for everyone
to pause and to get together to
celebrate Dragon Athletics.
The Dragon Fire Walk gave
student athletes the opportunity to
see that they a part of something
that is bigger than themselves.
Peters said that bringing
Bowlsby in was the chance for the
student athletes to see that they
can achieve success even after
they are done playing.
But it wasn’t just about hearing
from alumni, it was also about the
current student athletes creating
their own story as part of the
athletic program.
This year’s slogan for the
Dragon Fire Walk was “What’s

My Story?” and associate athletic
director Chad Markuson said he
hopes each student athlete does
that in his or her time at MSUM.
“Every student athlete is going
to have their own story and what
they want to accomplish and
the direction they want to go
... they have the opportunity to
experiment and open doors they
might not know they even exist,”
Markuson said.
Peters and Markuson agreed
that the Dragon Fire Walk is a
part of something greater, it is
about being a part of the MSUM
community and supporting each
other.
The day concluded with the
River Rats Dueling Pianos, the
first time the group played at the
event.
“They can satisify a lot of
people and that is something we
were hoping to do,” Markuson
said.
Both Peters and Markuson
said the day showed how alumni
have succeeded and encouraged
current student athletes to work
hard and reach their full potential.

BREANN LENZMEIER• lenzmeiebr@mnstate.edu

A runner finishes the 5K Splash Dash by jumping in the Polar Plunge.

Come check out the Wellness Center &
CMU study day events:
May 8th 3-5PM
ALECS PETERS• petersal@mnstate.edu

Anna VanWechel, former Dragon student-athlete, finishes the 5K Splash Dash as a part of the Dragon Fire
activities.

*more information coming soon
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ABORTION, FROM FRONT

and women’s and gender studies
junior at MSUM.
Aside from the numbers – two
versus three – the unbalanced
qualifications of each team were
also clearly displayed.
John Goerke, a philosophy junior
at MSUM, was in charge of putting
together the pro-choice team.
He said he contacted the Red
River Women’s Clinic, Pro-choice
Advocacy and several other prochoice organizations, and he had
assembled a team of professionals
for the debate.
“They all backed out last second,”
Goerke said. “Brandon and Kate
were the back-ups. It was unfair, but
we already signed paperwork with
Matt and Tim.”
Smith said that despite the
unbalanced teams, he did his best to
present his argument for pro-choice;
however, it was difficult at times.

“I don’t want to bash my partner,”
he said, “but I think we got way off
topic.”
The pro-choice side made it clear
in their opening statement that the
real disagreement was whether or
not the unborn is a human.
“Before we can know what we
can do with it ... we have to know
what it is,” McKinley said. “We
believe everything focuses down
to what is the unborn and is it
valuable.”
Smith agreed: “It is a women’s
right to get an abortion. The true
argument lies with what is life.”
However, when Lucero took
the microphone, it was clear that
she had a different agenda for the
debate.
She addressed two main points in
her opening statement:
1. A woman should be able to
control what happens to her body.

2. Regardless of whether they’re
legal, abortions are going to happen.
“You need to think about the
women who die from unsafe
abortions,” Lucero said.
After opening statements, much
of the debate was spent trying to
turn the discussion off of “backalley” abortions and the oppression
of women and back to what defines
a human.
“We shouldn’t form a law on
what will happen if it’s made illegal
or not,” McKinley said. “I think
all of us here agree that poverty
is really awful and oppression of
women is really awful ... I think the
real disagreement here is what the
unborn is and what abortion does to
the unborn.
“If abortion prevents something
from coming into a really bad
existence than we should probably
have an abortion; however, we see

abortion as killing something, a
child, which is already in poverty
the same way that we’d be killing
a 2-year-old, which is in poverty.”
Although Smith never had the
chance to fully explain his side,
he said that the unborn does need
certain parts before it’s considered
human life.
“It’s really difficult to figure out
when a person begins,” Smith said.
“Limbs don’t make up a person ...
I personally don’t believe that life
exists until there is a brain.”
After the debate, audience
members were encouraged to
ask the panel questions regarding
abortion. Many students took
advantage of the opportunity to
test the pro-life team’s knowledge,
asking about everything from their
views on contraceptives to their
stance on abortions after rape, to
the economic outcome if abortions

were made illegal.
Despite the unbalanced teams and
getting off topic, many agreed the
event went as well as it could have.
“I think it was just good to finally
get this out in the open and dialogue
is what really needs to happen,”
said Jeffrey Lorsung, a biological
science and environmental science
junior at NDSU. “I think people
just right away go to emotional
arguments and how they feel …
we totally lose sight of what it’s all
about: this issue of defining life.”
Lorsung said the pro-choice
side kept bringing up their strong
feminist argument and didn’t stay
on topic like the pro-life side did.
“It’s a controversial topic and
when your blood gets going it’s
hard to remain logical and polite,”
Hunsicker said. “I think it went as
well as it could in this stage of the
debate.”

The National Weather Service has lowered the expected crest to 37 feet, but the Fargo-Moorhead community is still
working to prepare for major flooding. Major flood stage is 30 feet and the Red River was at 29 feet on Sunday. The
water is expected to rise to 37 feet by Wednesday.

ASSAULT, FROM FRONT
confirmed to The Advocate that
football players beat him, but despite
agreeing to an interview, he later
declined without explanation.
Several witnesses provided police
with incomplete, contradictory or
unclear accounts of what happened.
MSUM student Kelsey Slattery
told police and The Advocate that she
believes she saw Anthony Binford
jump into a crowd and hit Bosl. She
also heard the junior safety “is very
concerned about getting in trouble
for the assault that had occurred,”
according to a police report.
Another person at the party, Katie
Peters, said she saw the scuffle
between Bosl and who she believes
to be Anthony Binford.
Nik Newville, an MSUM biology
and biochemistry sophomore, said
he witnessed the downstairs part of
the fight, during which a crowd of

about 10 people ganged up on Bosl.
Newville said, “It had to have been”
members of the football team.
In a follow-up interview at the
police station on April 23, Anthony
Binford admitted he “reached out his
right hand in an open hand manner
and pushed Bosl’s face away as if
to tell Bosl that he needed to step
back and not get into his face,”
according to a police report. He said
he doesn’t know how Bosl ended up
downstairs or what happened there.
He also denied causing any physical
harm to Bosl.
In a Facebook message, Anthony
Binford said he’d rather not
comment.
“I don’t want to say anything
because people will say what they
want to say,” he wrote. “All I got to
say is that (Bosl) did not get jumped
and he was not also innocent.”

AYERS, FROM FRONT
been reposted on more than 10
blogs, and MSUM was under fire
via social media, emails and phone
calls. One disgruntled Facebook
user encouraged people to “bomb”
MSUM with emails and phone
calls to let the university know how
they felt about Ayers visit. One post
included several phone numbers
and email addresses of MSUM
professors and officials to contact.
Two months after the visit, the
school is still receiving calls and
emails. According to Wahlberg

Flooding begins, crest lowered

JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjess@mnstate.edu

ART, FROM FRONT

formulates ideas for her work.
Starting with the dream sequence
in the lake, she created a three-part
story displayed in film-strip like
accordion books.
“I wanted to make a beginning
to the dream, so I thought, ‘What is
the opposite of water? Forest.’ The
first book is me running through a
forest, like I am part of the forest.”
In the second book, Fiedler
created the transition from
forest to water, highlighting the
textures of sand and rocks. The
third book includes the original
scenes from her dream where
Fiedler is walking into the water.
All three books contain a mixture
of regular photos and doubleexposure photos, which give the
photos extra texture and a different

the school has received more than
100 calls. The MSUM Facebook
page also took heat with posters
encouraging students to not attend
this “anti-American” establishment
and one calling MSUM students
communists.
While on campus, Ayers did not
talk about his anti-war activities;
he spoke about the importance of
education and having good teachers.
But in hindsight, the university no
longer supports the decision to bring
in Ayers, said Kathleen McNabb,

who works in the president’s office.
“There was a hole, if you will,
in our policies,” Wahlberg said.
“We’ve used it as an opportunity to
engage with our faculty organization
on when a public figure is invited to
campus, is there an opportunity
for broader discussion before that
money is expended?”
Although many are upset by
his visit and the school no longer
supports the invitation, some
MSUM students are supportive of
his visit.

“I feel like it was not a bad choice
by the school,” said Abby Furth,
elementary inclusive and math
education senior. “Yes, (Ayers)
made bad decisions in the past that
were very contradictive, but it’s
also important that they look at the
positive things he did do. He has
a lot of years in education, which
needs to be recognized.”
Jessica Bernier, MSUSA
campus coordinator, said it was
a mistake to bring him in, but
she understands the reasoning

behind the visit.
“We are a public university and
students were not listening to him
talk about what he did, they were
listening to him talk about higher
education,” she said.
In reaction to the visit and the
backlash it has brought, Minnesota
legislators included an amendment
in the higher education bill that
would require the MnSCU and
University of Minnesota systems
to enact policies regarding campus
visits by admitted terrorists.

perspective.
“Because my dreams are never
clear I wanted to show my photos
in double-exposure, which is two
images on top of each other, so
it’s kind of hard to get all the
information,” Fiedler said. “I used
layering and texturing effects from
the photos to create the doubleexposures.”
Fiedler said that she was excited
when she found out that her work
had been chosen, but it was more a
feeling of accomplishment.
“It’s a feeling of being validated,
in a way,” Fiedler said. “The
work that you have made, you
put everything into it and (the
gallery) says ‘Yeah, we’ll put this
on display for everyone to see,’ it’s
really cool. It feels good.”

Courtney Johnson is a studio art
senior whose work was chosen to
be displayed in the Light, Space
and Time online gallery show, in
the Nature category.
Johnson captured her photo
that was represented in the gallery
while on a trip to the Isle of Harris
in Scotland with the art and design
department last summer. She said
the photo contained everything she
felt about the trip.
“One night I was out on a walk,
and the sun was setting and a few
sheep were quietly grazing on the
top of this hill, and I just snapped
the photograph,” Johnson said. “It
captured how I felt the entire time
I was on Isle of Harris: tranquil,
part of the landscape.”
As well as being chosen for the

online gallery, Johnson received
the Special Recognition Artist
Award. Her work was chosen from
672 entries from 20 countries.
“I was very surprised,” Johnson
said. “With how many applicants
there were, it was humbling that
my work was chosen.”
Johnson said having her work
chosen for the gallery is not only
great for her resume, but, like
Fiedler, she sees it as a great
confidence booster to go on and
apply to more shows.
According to Dragon Digest,
10 other students had their work
chosen to be shown in juried
galleries.
Ashley
Wegh,
Ashley
Transgrud, Caitlin Abram, Haley
Frost, Kristen Perala and Roni

Delany were chosen as finalists for
the Photographer’s Forum Annual
College Photo Competition.
Their work will be featured
in the Best of College & High
School Photography 2013 annual
publication.
Brittany Cossette is exhibiting
in the Light, Space and Time
online gallery, in the abstract
category, she received the Special
Recognition Artist Award.
Ashley Strazzinski’s work is
showing in the International Open
at the Woman Made Gallery in
Chicago.
Caitlin Abram and Angela
Buchanan had their work accepted
into the Savage Arts Council’s
Seventh Juried Art Competition &
Show in Savage, Minn.

